
Start at 
www.siebelonmicrosoft.com

Search for: Siebel 
Data Loading Best 
Practices on SQL 
Server. Paper & 

PPT.

Search on: 
TechNote: Query 

Repro

Search on: 
TechNote: Disk 

Layout

1. Read 2. Capture 3. Evaluate 4. Resolve & Optimize

Load one batch of 
5,000 rows as a 
sample from the 

EIM table to Base 
table

 Turn on SQL 
Profiler. Capture 

Events: 
RPC: Completed

SQL: BatchCompleted
Filter on data 

loading ID, ex. 
SADMIN

Get a baseline

 Turn off SQL 
Profiler

Query Hints: 
These will be seen as 
(INDEX =) in the 
TextData column of 
Profiler. Use Ctrl F to 
search.

Are there any hints 
in the query. 

Any Reads, 
Writes > 5K

Modify 
the IFB 
file to 

remove 
hints.

Yes

Put in IFB file:
USE INDEX HINTS = FALSE
USE ESSENTIAL HINTS = FALSE

Still have 
hints?

Use 
trace 
flag 

8602

YesRerun Base Line

This will disable hints at 
the optimizer level for all 
queries even if coded.

100% NULL 
Indexes

Run 
Poor 
Index 
Script

Yes
Look at 
DBCC 

SHOW_ST
ATISTICS

Drop 
indexes 

as 
needed

Use EM to make 
recreate scripts prior to 

dropping.

Look at EIM and Base 
tables

Look at EIM and Base 
tables Put back on base 

tables when done.

Yes

Long Running 
Queries

No

Is there 
Fragmentation

?

Run DBCC 
SHOWCONTIG 
on Base Tables

Is EIM table 
being truncated?

Running Multiple 
Batches in Parallel?

Size of Batch 
Optimized?

No

Catalog taking a large 
percent of load time?

Configure 
IFB file for 

only 
tables 

needed

Yes

No

This will be seen as a lot 
of sp_cursorfetch before 
the first EIM table is 
queried

Is it optimized for 
everything else?

Consider Only the 
Clustered Index on 

EIM table

Unpredictable 
Plan

SQL Agent Job 
to Update 
Statistics

Put only 
Clustered index 

on EIM table
Yes

No

No

Check Query 
Plan

Add Index to 
Base Table as 

Needed

Use DBCC 
DBREINDEX

On the base table, leave 
room on the page by 

changing the fill factor 
and pad index on the 

clustered index

Archive 
out EIM 

table
Don’t keep more than 
100K rows in the EIM 
table. Can cause perf 

problems if you get a bad 
plan

No

Is Disk the 
Bottleneck?

Check for 
Disk 

Queueing
Yes

CPU the 
Bottleneck

Memory the 
Bottleneck

Change it in 
sp_configure

Is MAXDOP 
set to 1?Yes

No

No

Yes

Update statistics via a 
scheduled job. Sample 
with higher frequency.

sp_configure 'max 
degree of parallelism '
Siebel recommends 
setting MAXDOP to 1.

Work with admins 
and HW vendor to 

add more CPU

No

Search on: 
TechNote: 
Memory 
Addressing for the 
Siebel Database 
Server

Work 
with disk 
vendor

Spread 
data 
over 
more 

spindles

Separate data from log 
and tempdb. Read disk 

slicing note.

Yes

No

Read 
Memory 

Note

Add 
RAM as 
needed

Look at memory counters 
for indications of 

thrashing.

Yes

Pack to 100% 
on static 

lookup talbes

Is EIM table on 
own file group?

No

Yes Yes

Yes

Is there a NULL 
check on a Non-
NULL column?

Use Siebel Tools 
to make column 

NOT NULL
Yes

No

Start 
Perf 

Iteration 
Over 
Again

No

Consider 
reducing number 
of records in EIM 

table

Yes Yes If all is optimized. 
You are done.Yes

Change 
Batch Size in 
IFB file and 
EIM table

No

There is often a “sweet spot” in which the batch size is optimized for the 
process. Just test different sizes for your process and hardware. The 

idea is that the “cost” of reading in the repository is spread out over as 
many rows as possible. Note, start with 20K and go up or down in 5K 

increments. 100K is usually the max for a batch size.

Enable row level 
locking, disable 

page level locking 
with 

sp_indexoption.

Is there blocking and 
lock escalation?

Insert one 
dummy row and 

begin a 
transaction 
around it.

Yes

Start two 
parallel batches 

at the same 
time.

Keep trying more batches with more records to find 
what the max capacity is. Eventually you will start 

disk queueing and slow the system down.

If all is optimized. 
You are done.

No

Any Index 
Scans?

Book Mark 
Lookups?

Try a covering 
index.

Update 
Statistics

No

Yes

Yes

Table Spools? Index on 
ORDER BY

No

Yes

100% NULL indexes 
usually will never be 

used, take up space and 
hurt perf on loads.

Use NT Perfmon.Exe 
and look at physical and 

logical disk queueing 
events.

Check for 
High CPU 

usage

Check for 
Memory 
Pressure

Read disk layout 
note and data 

loading 
presentation.

On static data, you will 
get better perf on 100% 
full due to less reads for 

same qty of data.

By making it “not null” in 
tools, the query will not 
generate this check in 
the WHERE clause.

Run the query in QA, 
look at SET STATISTICS 

SHOWPLAN ALL

Stale statistics, 
especially in EIM, can 

cause bad plans.

Example:
Insert into EIM values (‘999’)
Begin tran
Update EIM where ROW = 999

(and don’t commit it)
This will hold a lock and prevent a 
table level lock escalation.

This will prevent page level locks. Hold row 
level locks. Thus help concurrency on large 
batch loads in hitting the same table(s) in 
parallel.

You will always have a bottleneck. Usually this comes at some 
point when your disk cannot keep up with the database. With 
EIM, this happens when you are running a whole lot of loads in 
parallel. After a certain point, you cause thrashing and 
diminishing returns. This is only found through trial and error.

No

Configure IFB using ONLY BASE 
TABLES, IGNORE BASET TABLES, 
ONLY BASE COLUMNS, IGNORE 

BASE COLUMNS. Read Siebel 
Technote #409.

Simplified Siebel EIM Optimization for SQL Server
Visit www.siebelonmicrosoft.com for more information.

Read Siebel 
Technote 409 on 

EIM Perf & 
Optimization

Download “Poor 
Index” Stored 

Procedure
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